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INTRODUCTION

The INSTRUCTIONAL ANALYSIS KIT has been developed to help you

analyze your instructional procedures as a first step toward course

improvement. The kit consists of a self-evaluation form to enable

you to quickly identify the elements of the instructional process

which you are most interested in improving. Twenty-two instructional

elements are first identified and then more fully explained. An

annotated bibliography of learning resources for each element

follows.

The kit has been designed so that you can evaluate your own

teaching in a minimum amount of time and then identify what you wish

to improve in your instructional techniques. Suggestions are

provided for ways in which the improvement could be effected. For

example, if in your self-evaluation, you identify the need to find

out whether your students are grasping the material presented, you

can turn to the explanation of the element "presentation of material-

pace" which describes ways to gather information about the pace of

presentation. The learning resource section of the kit then provides

an annotated bibliography of books and articles which deal with how

to pace a course to accommodate individual students. Supplementary to

the kit is a student evaluation form parallel to the instructor self-

evaluation form. With it are instructions on how to administer this

form, analyze the data, and interpret the results in conjunction with

your own self-evaluation. If you wish to use the student evaluation

form, refer to p. 41.

We suggest that you take advantage of the resource persons avail-

able in your college or university, especially in the process of

identifying and clarifying the instructional elements you wish to im-

prove. Work groups have used this kit successfully to discuss needs

and plans for the improvement of instruction.

Research on the Instructional Analysis process has been supported

by a Quebec Research Grant.
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SW-EVALUAIJON FORM

Use this for!, to evaluate one course that you wish to improve.
Indicate your resHon-,e to each item by recording the appropriate
number in Lle ,wide the item.

1 I do this very well
2 I do this fairly well
3 Not applicable to this course
4 I could do this better
5 1 could do this much better

E 1. At the beginning of the course, 1 give my students a clear
indication of how the course will be organized.

El 2. I tell iv students what they can expect to learn as a
result of taking this course.E 3. At the beginning of the course, I determine what skills
and abilities my students have brought to this course.n 4. 1 start by giving the students a brief outline of the main
ideas or general themes to be encountered in the course.

E5. I decide what I want my students to learn and I select
my course material accordingly.

[ill 6. As the course progresses, I explain how course topics are
related to each other and to the main ideas in the course.

E 7. I make sure the,: the amount of material covered in this
course is appropriate to the amount of time a student is
expected to spend on the course.

8. 1 present the course Material so that it is challenging
but not overwhelming.

El 9. I include variety in the examples and applications of
material to provide interest for all students.

CI°.

' provide a brief agenda at the beginning of each class.

E II. , get information abo,2t how well my students understand
the material being presented and adjust my rate of pre-
sentation accordingly.

[2:12.
I use different ways of presenting material according to
what is being taught.

[:::113.

In lectures or discussions, I use questions and other
strategies to encourage the students to actively respond
to the material.

[1::I14.
I make sure there is ample opportunity for students to
actively participate in the operation of the course.

F15. I encourage students to pursue special interests in my
course.

[I:116.
I make time Svailable for students to consult with me.

I

I choose the text and other learning materials for this
course so that they clarify and highlight materai pre-
sented to the stodents.

8. When necessary, I create my own supplementary learning
materials.

19. At the beg.ihning of the course, I tell the students how
their work will be evaluated.

E:120. I design test .-:uestions to match my learning objectives.

0 21. Luse test rPsults to see where my students need extra
help.

E 22. I use measures'ot how much students have learned to assess
the effectiveness of my couw,se.

o



HOW TO ANALYZE YOUR INSTRUCTION

As you complete each step, check mark the appropriate box.
You may find it convenient to remove the Self-Evaluation Form
and the Analysis Sheet from the kit to work with. These pages
are perforated for this purpose.

1. On the Self-Evaluation Form, place a check mark next

to any item which you marked "4" or "5'; these are the

items which you consider need improvement.

2. Write the numbers of these questions on the accompany-

ing Analysis Sheet (page 7) in the first column.

If there are any other items on the Self-Evaluation

Form which you would like to work on, write the numbers

of these items in the first column of the Analysis Sheet.

4. The Outline Of Elements Of The Instructional Process

(page 9) names each of the items on the Self-Evaluation

Form as well as providing you with an overview of the

instructional process. Beside each item number you have

recorded on your Analysis Sheet, write the e'rresponding

name of the instructional element.

5. Turn to the Explanation Of Elements Of The Instructional

Process (pages 11 to 19) and read the explanation of each

.item you have recorded on your Analysis Sheet.

I 6. Turn to the Learning Resources section (page 21 to 38)

and identify the books, articles, or pamphlets, suggested

for study in each area of concern.

7. Record on. the Analysis Sheet, the books and resources

you will use. Then specify what steps you intend to

take to improve your instruction.

Congratulations for having come this far. Now get to it

L.)
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ANALYSIS SHEET

ITEM INSTRUCTIONAL ELEMENT STEPS TO BE TAKEN TO IMPROVE INSTRUCTION
1

Example -

4 conceptual themes

1. Outline core material. 2. Read section
from book by Ausubel & Robinson. 3. Iden-

tify main.themes. 4. Plan my presentation
such that I keep coming back to these themes
periodically and showing the students how,
each topic fits in with the themes.
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OUTLINE OF ELEMENTS OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS

COURSE PLANNING (1 earning system)

1. Course plan

2. Goal s and objectives

3. Assessing entry skills

COURSE CONTENT ( curri cul um)

4. Conceptual themes

5. Selection of content

6. Organization of material

7. Amount of material

8. Level of difficulty

9. Variety and interest

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES

10. Classroom management preparation

11 . Presentation of material - pace

12. Presentation of material variety

13. Student-teacher interaction

14. Student participation

15. Responsi ven?ss of teacher to students' interests

16. Availability of ,.:acher

LEARNING MATERIALS ( texts, readings, modules, assignments, etc.)

17. Choice of material s

18. Creation of materials

EVALUATION OF LEARNING

19. Evaluation procedures

20. Testing what is taught

21 . Evaluation as feedback

22. Amolint 1 earned
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EXPLANATION OF ELEMENTS OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS

COURSE PLANNING (learning system)

1. Course plan: Giving your students a clear plan of how your

course has been organized should aid them in developing their own

approach to learning. It should also encourage them to become

active participants in the teaching/learning process. The outline

should include:(a) the aims or goals of the course; (b) main

topics in the course and a brief explanation of how these topics

are related; (c) what principal instructional methods you intend

to use; (d) texts, readings or other learning materials needed in

the course; (e) an explanation of how the students' work.will be

evaluated. The course plan serves as the common framework from

)khich the teacher and students will work.

2. Goals and objectives: The broad goals of the course serve to

focus the student's attention on the expected outcomes of the

course. The more specific objectives describe for the student

what,he should be able to do as a result of having taken the

course. The specific objectives should include the concepts

and relationships which the student is to learn and the skills

end abilities which the stude;it is expected to demonstrate by

the end of the course. These objectives will serve as study

guides for the student. For example, one of the broad goals

of an introductory course in political science might be "under-

standing the differences between democratic and authoritarian

government." A specific objective would then be to "describe

the defining characteristics of democratic and authoritarian

governments and provide examples." An example of a broad goal

in a humanities course would be knowledge of Plato's Republic.

An accompanying specific objective would be to "compare the

views of justice and state the consequences of each view for

society."
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\

3. ssessing entry skills: Finding out how much students already'

know about the course content or how many of tyre }objectives they

have already mastered can aid the instructor in designing an

effective teaching strategy. For example, the instructor of a
1

second-year physiology course might discover through pre-testing

that over half of her students do not know the appropriate 1:&19s

to use for staining slides. Or, a sociology teacher who had

planned to begin his course with ashort introduction to quanti-

tative research methods might discover that 80% of the students

Were already familiar with the methods he intended to present.

In both uses, appropriate modifications to the'planned instruc-

tion can be made.

COURSE CONTENT (curriculum)

4. Conceptual themes: The conceptual foundation for a course con-

sists of the main ideas or themes which integrate the course

content. Once the teacher has identified these main themes,

course materials can be gathered and filed according to the

themes. For an English course in which one of the main themes'

is "Man's inhumanity to man," a teacher might wish to collect

examples from poetry, short stories, drama, and novels to

illustrate the breadth of this theme acros's different forms.of

expression. Identifying these themes provides the teacher with

a useful organizational tool, but perhaps more important, it

also facilitates student learning. Once the student grasps the

principle ideas he or she will learn new concepts more quickly

beGauSe they can be related to the conceptuaLfoundation. For

example, a student who understands the rule of supply and de-.

mand in economics will be able to understand, production and

marketing more readily. Similarly, a student who has grasped

the principle of homeostasis will be better able to understand

subsequent examples of body functioiing.
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5 Selection of Content: Since the'instructor is an expert in the

content area, he or she must choose from the wide range of pos-

sible content the topics which will be included in the course.

Certain topics will constitute core material becau: later learn-
.

ing depends upor knowledge of them. Other topics
.

will, be impor-

tant because they illustrate the wide range of possible applica7,

tions of the subject area. For instance, in an introductory

chemistry course, study of the periodic table would be considered

core material. Studying the operation of a smelter plant or of

'a city filtration system could illustrate possible applications

of chemical knowledge. Content should be selected to accomplish

the long term learning objectives of the course. If several

instructors teach different sections of the same course, they

should come to some consensus on at least the core ,content,

leaving the choice of optional material to each individual

instructor.
,"

6. Organization 'of material: A clear presentation of course topics

and their relationship to the main concepts-in the course should

aid students' retention of material. Often a graphic represen-

tation of the main ideas in the course can be distributed to

students to provide this organization. For example, in a course

on social service programs, course. material is organized in the

following manner:

Social Service Programs

Health Care Programs Housing Programs - Income SeFurity Programs

-. .

.

I

.

1

.

I

1.

C-1
r----- I

1
1 1

Hospital- Medical Public Urban Public Old Unemploy-
ization Services Housing Penewal Assist- Age ment

. ance Security Insurance
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7. Amount of material: When planning the total amount of material

to be included in the course, the instructor should consider the

amount of time a student is expected to spend on the course..

A rule of thumb is 2 hours work outside for each hour in the

classroom. The amount of learning material presented to the

7,t1!dent at one time, whether it takes the form of a lecture or

a self-instructional package has an'important effect on student

motivation, learning, and retention. If material is presented

in small units, the student experiences successful completion

xilf a task more frequently. This is a strong motivator and re-

slults 4.n better learning and retention. However, the units

"must beilarge enough to be meaningful and to avoid artificial

segmentation of the learning material. For example, a modular-

ized course in intrOductory psychology might include separate

units on classical and operant conditioning. A laboratory

instructor who wants to cover three different laboratory pro-

cedures might plan to have students practice each procedure

immediately after it has been.explained. This not only regulates

the amount of material presented but also provides the practice

necessary for this kind of learning.

8. Level of difficulty: Students appear to learn most effectively

when they find the material challenging but not overwhelming.

New material should be presented with enough examples to make
- ,

the nellly acquired concepts clear and not confusing. When first

introducing the concept of iambic pentameter, for example, an

English instructor would be wise to present several clear cut

examples, of this concept from different.poets. As well, the

instructor might present examples of other types of meter, so

that the distinguishing characteristics -of the concept can be

identified. As students show they grasp the basic idea, more

complex examples may he introduced.



9. Variety and interest: The wider the variety of illus-

trations, approaches, and applications of course material,

the greater the number of students who will be-reached. In

the field of law, for example, the concept of blame might

be treated in a number of different contexts, such as auto-

mobile accidents, crimes of passion, white-collar crime, or

breach of promise suits.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES

10. Classroom management - preparation: An agenda or general

plan-of-action prepared before each class meeting is a

useful guide for both instructor and students. Laboratory

instructors in the physical sciences use this approach by

distributing to students pr or to a lab a summary of the

steps to be carried out in an experiment. This general

strategy, with appropriate modifications, can be applied

to many different kinds of class meetings, including

lectures, seminars, and discussion sessions. The agend

should be flexible and should be based on the specific

course objectives: Students should be able to follow the

agenda and relate it to the overall course plan.

11. Presentation of. material - pace: A certain amount of flex-

ibility in pace is needed to accommodate students' reactions

to and ability to learn course materials. New material

should be presented with frequent opportunities for feed-

back from students. Many instructors accomplish, this goal

by taking a few minutes after the presentation of new

material to pose a problem or question, allow students to

write down a brief answer and collect these to see if

students understood. Others, as a regular part of each

course meeting, ask students to fill out a feedback sheet

on which they note concepts or ideas discussed in class

that day which are still not clear to them. Both techniques

allow the instructor to gauge student understandingand

adjust the rate of presentation to it.
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12 Presentation of material - variety: Careful fitting of the mode

of presentation to the topic being treated can result in more

effective learning. A wide variety of techniques (including

tutorials, modules, video-tapes, cassettes, slides, graphics,

student presentations, field trips, etc.) should be Considered

for their presentation effectiveness. An audio-visual method

might be best for presenting the principles of electrical con-

duction but a discussion session might be m_,-e appropriate for

exploring the practical applications of these principles. A

role-playing situation might be the most appropriate way to

present principles of interpersonal counselling.

13. Student-teacher interaction: One wa n-which the teacher aids

student learning is by animating the learning process and by

providing opportunities for students to actively respond to the

material they are learning. For example, theteacher invites

questions on a new concept, or encourages students to question

each other in groups while he or she circulates and provides help

where needed. A physics teacher might explain a new principle

and ask students to think of po.;sible applications of it. A

computer science instructor might explain a new programming pro-

cedure and then ask students to solve a problem using it. A

writer of self-instructional materials might periodically insert

questions which require the student to synthesize what has been

read and formulate an answer before continuing.

14. Student participation: Students can be expected to learn more

from a course in which they actively participate. If given

responsibility for certain course activities and decisions re-

garding presentations, quizzes, assignments, or projects, stu-

dents will feel more involved in the course. Peer tutoring,

too, fosters greater participation. Positive attitudes arising

from this involvement usually result in better learning.
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15 Responsiveness of teacher to students' interests: Encouraging

students' particular interests in course topics by providing

sources of specific information to them should stimulate a con-

tinuing interest in the subject matter. Teachers who take the

time at the beginning of a course to determine the interests of

their students and who then respond to these interests find that

students develop a very posrtive attitude toward the course and

the subject matter in general. For example, a teacher of in-

troductory biology might discover that one class is made up al-

most exclusively of nutrition majors. This information would

allow the teacher to develop explanatory examples relevant to

their interests.

16. Availability Ci teacher: Students often wish to follow up a

special interest or seek clarification of difficult concepts by

contacting the teacher for resources. Student-teacher contact

can be arranged in many ways. Allowing time befdi-e or after

course meetings and maintaining clearly stated office hours are

two possibilities.

LEARNING MATERIALS

17. Choice of materials: Texts and readings should provide back-

ground and explarqtions of the important topics of a course.

They should also provide material for enrichment and remedial

purposes. For example, in a course on historical research,

readings should include methods of research and an indepth

study of a particular case so that students have both a basic

procedure to follow if they are uncertain about research methods,

and descriptions of alternative approaches that the more

advanced student could use.
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18. Creation of materials: In cases where no text or readings can

be found which cover a certain topic adequately (e.g,, a new

discovery), an instructor may want to create some learning

materials. Supplementary materials may take the form of a one-

page informational handout or a more elaborate self-inscructional

package. Care must be taken in the preparation of such materials

to ensure their clarity and usefulness. Students learn a lot

and enjoy learning from well-constructed modules, for example.

EVALUATION OF LEARNING

19. Evaluation procedures: The methods used to evaluate student

learning should be in keeping with the goals and objectives of

the course as stated in the course plan. The procedures for the

evaluation of learning should be announced at the first class

meeting, should be a part of the course plan, and should be

repeated at regular intervals.

20. Testing what is taught: What is tested should be what has been

taught.. The method of testing must match the learning objec-

tives. For example, if one of the objectives of a course is

that students be able to diagnose childhood diseases, an appro-

priate test of this objective would provide real or simulated

cases and would ask students to provide a diagnosis. It would

not be appropriate to ask students to write essays about

various diseases. If, in an elementary statistics course,

one of the objectives is that students be' able to calculate

a correlation coefficient, then an appropriate test of that

objective would be to have students actually calculate the

statistic from a given set of data, and not merely to define

"correlation coefficient."
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21., Evaluation as feedback: The most importPnt use of the evaluation

procedure is to show both students and teacher,where learning

has occurred and in what areas more work is required. Specific

feedback allows the student to concentrate on the specific areas

where further study is needed. Frequent measurement of the

amount learned also allows the teacher to gauge the effective-

ness of the instructional strategies being used and to make

changes as necessary.

22. Amount learned: Assessing how much students3 have learned at

the end of a. course yields valuable information regarding the

effectiveness of a course. Compdring knowledge before and

after d course (pre- and post-testing) is one way of measuring

how much has been learned. Determining how much is retained

and applied in later curses is another way.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LEARNING RESOURCES

These learning resources have been selected with the intention

of providing you with the most useful and practical books and articles

available. The books and articles considered to be first choice in

each section are asterisked (*). The bibliography is designed so that

references which apply to t' general area are noted first, then

references for each element are given. These resources as well as

others are available at the Centre for Learning and Development.

COURSE PLANNING

-The' referendeS. following immediately are generally applicable

to the problem of planning instructional sequences:

*Deterline, W.A., & Lenn, r.D. Coordinated instructional systems.
Palo Alto, California: Sound Education, Inc., 197277571-43.

Provides a step-by-step approach to planning, constructing,
and validating instructional materials.'

Donald, J.G. Before instruction: Preparatory steps and checks.
Learning and Development, 1975, 6 (5).

This newsletter provides a checklist of important points to-
consider when planning a course of instruction. Information
from three sources: students' entering skills; organization
of instruction; and goals of instruction need to be coordin-
ated for effective course planning.

Eriksen, S.C. Motivation for learning. Ann Arbor, Michigan:
University of Michigan. Press, 1974, pp. 26-42.

discussion
_

A oi general guidelines to .keep it mind when
deciding what goals to pursue in a course of instruction. He
also discusses how, with these objectives in mind, one can
plan appropriate instructional arrangements and evaluation

,.schemes.

*Gagne, R.M. Essentials of leairIng for instruction. Hinsdale,
Illinois: Dryden Press,:1974, pp.. 97-122.

In this chapter, Gagne discusses how to plan instruction for
an overall course and for individual units within the course.



Kemp, J.E. Instructional design. Belmont, California: Lear Siegler,
Inc., 1971. (130 pp.)

A brief to-the-point guide to planning instructional
sequences.

McKeachie, W.J. Teaching tips: A guide book for the beginning college
teacher. Lexington, Massachusetts: D.C. Heath and Co., 1969,
pp. 5-10.

This book is a source of information for all college teachers,
despite its title. In his second chapter, he discusses a
number of questions such as how to choose a text, and what
teaching method to use, which must be considered in course
planning.

1. Course Plan

The following references give specific ideas on how to construct

a course plan (outline):

Deterline, W.A. & Lenn, P.D. Coordinated instructional systems.
Palo Alto, California: Sound Education, Inc., 1972, pp. 2-5.

This article stresses the reasons for and importance of
giving students a gene91 outline to tell them where .they
are going.in a course.-

McKeachie, W.J. Teaching tips: A guide book for the beginning college
- teacher. Lexington, Massachusetts: D.C. Heath. and Co., 1969,

pp. 13-14.

A brief discussion of the important items to include in a
.course plan or outline.

A number of course outlines from courses given at McGill are avail-
able as examples from the Centre for Learning and Development,
McGill University.
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2. Goals and Objectives

The references listed below are divided into three categories:

1) those which introduce the topic of objectiVes and why they are.

valuable:

2) those which describe how to construct them:

3) Lhose which treat both questions.

Why?

Geis, G.L. Why write and use behavioral objectives? Learning and
Development, 1972, 4 (1).

This newsletter explains the potential benefits of using
behavioral objectives.

Pascal, C.E. Towards meaningful educational objectives. Learning
and Development, 1969, 11(31\

Shows how stating objectives,car.1,,help the teacher focus
on the important instructional goals and reject the.trivial
ones.

How?

*Cohen, A. Objectives for college courses. Beverly Hills, California:
Glencoe Press, 1970. (140 pp.)

This book contains avariety of materials including: a pro-
grammed lesson in writing objectives (chapter, 3); a ques-
tion-and-answer chapter on criticisms and caveats; a size-
able'election of specimen objectives on a great variety of
subject matters; and a short but useful annotated biblio-
graphy.

Gagne, R.M., & Briggs, L.J. Principles of instructional design.
New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc.,. 1974, pp 75 -97..

This book discusses various elements of instructional design.
Chapter 5 deals specifically with how to construct objectives
for the different kinds of human capabilities a teacher may
want students to acquire.
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Johnson, R.B., & Johnson, S.R. Assuring learning with self-instruct-
ional packages. Don Mills, Ontario: Addison-Wesley, 1973,
pp. 2-39.

A learning package in which one learns about objectives
while constructing them.

Vargas, J. Writing worthwhile behavioral objectives. New York":
Harper & Row, 1972. 175 pp.)

A self-instructional book in which one learns about
objectives while constructing them.

How and Why?

Davis, R.H., Alexander, L.T., & Yelon, S.L. Learning system design.
New. York. McGraw-Hill; 1974,.pp. 27-76.

'A well designed book which takes the learner through the
stages of discovering what objectives are, identifying good
objectives, and composing one's own objectives.

Mager, R. Preparing instructional objectives. Belmont, California:
Lear Siegler, Inc., 1962. (60 pp.)

A self-instructional book covering the whole area of instruct-
ional objectives.

3. Assessing entry skills

Davis, Alexander, L.T., & Yelon, S.L. Learning system design.
New York:. McGraw-Hill, 1974, pp. 93-98.

This short section describes the kinds of entry skills an
instructor may wish to assess and concentrates on how to
use the information thus accumulated.

Donald, J.G. Before instruction:.Preparatory steps and checks.
Learning and Development, 1975, 6 (5), 4 -5.

Discusses several forms a pre-test can take.
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COURSE CONTENT

The following references offer a wealth of general information

regarding course content and have been divided into two categories:

background and immediately applicable.

Background

Ausubel, D.P., & Robinson, F.G. School learning. New York: Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1969. 0691 pp.).

This book covers the -whole gamut offactors which Influence
classroom learning. It is an attempt to translate theory
and research into practical application. ChaPter 6 "Transfer
of Learning" and Chapter 11 "Use of Instructional Materials
in Optimal Planning"'are p,-.rticularly useful.

A few excerpts from this book will be mentioned below.

Gagne, R.M., & Briggs, L.J. Principles of instructional design.
New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1974.(270 pp.)

A practical guide to systematically planning instruction.
Special attention is paid to the proper sequencing of
material for effective learning. Excerpts from this book
have also been suggested for later topics.

Immediately Applicable

*Gagne, R.M. Essentials of-learning for instruction. Hinsdale,
Illinois: Dryden_Press, 1974.

This book deals in very understandable terms with the whole
learning proctss. The last two chapters are immediately
applicable to everyday classroom situations.

Tyler, R.W. Basic principles of curriculum and instruction.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1949. (129 pp.)

A very comprehensive book providing good insight into
specific ways to arrange learning material to facilitate
learning.
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4. Conceptual Themes

` The following excerpts from the writings of three well-known

educators stress the importance of identifying the underlying

principles of a content area. These should be used to organize

the teaching of a topic most effectively.

Ausubel, D.P., & Robinson, F.G. School learning. New York: Holt,

Rinehart, and Wim,ton, Inc., 1969, pp. 166-167 & 319-321.

*Bruner, J. The process of education. Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1960, pp. 17-32.

. Selection of Content

Davis, R.H., Alexander, L.T., & Yelon S.L. Learning system design.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1974, pp. 201-202.

This short section emphasizes the importance of determining
the level of skills students have attained when they enter
your course. This information will enable you to plan your

instructional strategy.

Kemp, J.E. Instructional design. Belmont, California: Lear Siegler,

Inc., 1971, pp. 43-46.

A brief but useful discussion with examples of how to choose
and sequence subject matter co accomplish your objectives.

Tyler, R.W. Basic principles of curriculum and instruction. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1949, pp. 3-62.

This selection discusses ways of answering the question:
"What are the most important concepts to include in my

course?"
r

6. Organization of Material

Beard, R. Teaching and learning in higher education. Middlesex,
England: Penguin Books, Ltd., 1970, pp. 99-102.

This brief section'deals with how to effectively organize
lectures.'The suggestions given can be adapted to prepara-
tion of written materials as well.
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*Gagne, R.M. and riggs, L.J. Principles of instructional design.
New York: Holt. Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1974, pp. 99-120&
-137-157.

discussion of organilation at both the general topic and
individual lesson levels, paying special attention to the
kinds et organization optimal for learning different kinds
of capabil;ties i.e., information, skills, etc.

Tyler; R.W. Basic principles of curriculum and instruction. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1949, pp. 83-103.

A discussion of how to organize learning experiences for
effective instruction.

7. Amount of Material

Beard, R. leaching and learning in higher education. Middlesex,
,England: Penguin Books, Ltd., 1970, pp. 97-99.

"Content" here is discussed mainly with reference to lectur-
ing, but nary of the suggestions made can be interpreted in
a broader sense.

McKeachie, W.J. Teaching tips. Lexington, Massachusetts: D.C. Heath
and Co., 1969, pp. 7-.

Gives helpful hints on how to plan and distribute the total
amount of material to be covered in a course of. study.

8. Level of Difficulty

Ausubel, D.P., & Robinson, F.G. School learning. New York: Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1969, pp. 309-314.

A discussion of how task size, difficulty level and pace of
presentation interact to influence the effectiveness of
instruction.

Davis, R.H., Alexander, L.T., & Yelon, S.L. Learning system design.
Now York: McGraw-Hill, 1974, pp. 207-208 & 227-230.

The principle of "fading the prompt" or beginning with easy
examples and advancing to more difficult ones is first exp-
lained and then illustrated with reference to concept learn-
ing.
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bavis, R.H., Alexander, L.T., & Yelon, S.L. Learning system design.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1974, pp. 198200 & 204-205.

The important learning principles of meaningfu'ness and
novelty are explained and suggestions are given on how to
apply them in the classroom.

Gagne, R.M. EsseQtiajs of learninj for instruction. Hinsdale,
Illinois:.:19Yden Press, 1974, pp. 115-116.

The importance of spaced reviews using a variety of examples
is discussed.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES

The references immediately following give a general introduction

to instructional procedures.

Davis, J.R. Teaching strategies for t".e college classroom. .Boulder,
Colorado: Westview Press, 1976. (136 pp)

A thorough treatment of the pros and cons of different teach-
ing methods including the systems approach, lectures,
inquiry training and group processes - and some suggestions
on how to choose the appropriate strategy.

*Davis, R.H., Alexander, L.T., & Yelon, S.L. Learning system design.
New York: McGraw-Rill, 1974, pp. 219-299.

Emphasizes that different kinds of learning take place most
effectively under different conditions. The authors describe
,procedures for use in teaching concepts, principles, problem-
solving, and perceptual-motor skills.

Deterline, W.A., & Lenn, P.D. Coordinated instructional systems. Palo
Alto, California: Sound Education, Inc., 1972, pp. 70-75.

This article presents the rationale for individualized
instruction and describes a new role for the teacher as a
facilitator of learning.

Gagne, R.M., & Briggs, L.J..Principles of instructional design. New
York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1974, pp. 121-136.

An overview of the events of instruction, from initially
gaihing attention and informing the learner of the objective:
to assessing performance ard enhancing retention.
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10. Classroom Management and Preparation
t)

*McKeachie, W.J. Teaching tips. Lexington, Massachusetts: D.C.
Heath & Co., 1969, pp. 22724 & 157-158.

These excerpts are concerned with how to prepare for all
class periods with special attention given to lectures,
for example, preparing a lecture outline to distribute to
students.

Shulman, L. The dynamics of the first class. Learning and Develop-
ment, 1971, 3 (1).

Gives a number of suggestions on how to handle that most
important first class.

11. Presentation of Material Pace'

Ausubel, D.P., & Robinson, F.G. School learning. New York: Holt
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1969, pp. 3IT-312.

A general discussion dealing with the rate at which new
material should be introduced.

Davis, RA., Alexander, L.T., & Yelon, S.L. Learning system design.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1974, p. 207.

The principle of distributed practice is discussed with
examples.

Wilson, S.R., Tost, D.T. Learning is getting easier. San Rafael,
California: Individual Learning Systems, Inc., 1972,
pp. 73-89.

These two chapters discuss possible ways to introduce
individual pacing, even within'a semester system.

12. Presentation of Material Variety

The references four this section are of two types: those which

describe a broad spectrum-of approaches (general); and those which

focus on one particular teaching method (specific).
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General

Beal-I, P. Teaching and learning in higher education. Middlesex,
LngLInd: Penguin Gooks Ltd., 1970, pp. 91-178.

This section is composed of five chapterS, one on each
of the following: lecturing; small group discussigm;
laboratory teaching; T:rogrammed instruction; and
independent study.

Briggs, L.J. Handbook of procedures for the design of instruction.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: American Institutes for Research,
1970, pp. 146-155.

Summarizes the strengths and waknesses of different teach-
ing methods.

Brilhart, J.K. Effective group discussion (2nd ed.) Dubuque, Iowa;
Wm. C. Brown, 1974. (185 ppj

The theory of group processes, is tranrated into practical
suggestions for facilitating group discussion.

*Eriksen, S.C. Motivation for learning. Ann Arbor, Michigan:
University of Michigan Press, 1974, pp.159-187.

Covers lecturing, seminars and discussion groups,
laboratories, tutorials, independent study, and a brief
introduction to the hardware of instruction, that is,
computers, television and other media.

*McKeachie, W.J. Teaching tips. Lexington, Massachusetts: 6,c. Heath
and Co., 1969, pp: 22-119.

This book yi-ncludes chapters on each of the followin:
lecturing, discussion, laboratory'methods, independent study,
programmed learning and computer-assisted instruction, audio-
visual techniques, and role playing.

Thornton, J.W., & Brown, J.W. (Eds.). New media and college teaching.
Washington, D.C.: Notional Education Association, 1968.

.

(184 pp.).

This book presents a catalogue of innovative instructional
strategies using hardware, for example, television, films,
computers, etc.

Wilson, S.R., Pjosti, D.T. Learning is getting easier. San Rafael,
California: Individual learning Systems, Inc., 1972,
pp. 51-60.

How to choose the Moct appropriate display media, for example,
pictures, written wo-d. r.,phs, films, for presenting
information.
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Specific

Many of these references are newsletters distributed by the

Centre for Learning and Development and written by members of the

faculty at McGill University. All the entries describe various

teaching methods.

Butt;- R. The advantages of simulation and gaming as instructional
devices: Changing classroom transactions. Learning and
Development, 1975, 6 (3).

Dychtenberg, A. Modularized instruction: A selected annotated
bibliography. Learning and Development, 1973, 4 (8).

Donald, J.G. Contracting for learning. Learning and Development,
1976, 7 (5)

Donald; J.G. Modular instruction: A resource book. Montreal: McGill
University, Centre for Learning and Development, 1977.

Edwards,.R. Lectures, tutorials, and seminars. Learning and
Development, 1971, 3 (2).

Dychterjberg, A., & Geis, G.L. P.S.I.:'An annotated bibliography on
an innovative teaching method. Learnin4,and Development,
1973, 5 (2).

Goldschmid, B., & Goldschmid, M.L. Individualizing instruction at
the college End Jniversity level. Learning and Development,
1973, 4 (7).

Goldschmid, M.L. The learning cell. Learning and Development, 1971,
2 (5).

Roid, G.H. Lecturing: Time for a change? Learning and Development,
1969, 1 (2).

,.:

. )
r:usc.el, J.D. Modular instruction. Minneapolis: Burgess Pub. Co.'',

'974. T134 pp.).

13. Student-Teacher Interaction

Eriksen, S.C. Motivation for learning. Ann Arbor, Michigan:
University of Michigan Press, 1974, pp. 150-159.

Discussion of the different roles a teacher may adopt
and how these roles influence classroom interaction.
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*Geis, G.L., & Pascal, C.E. Consequences of,learning. Learning
Development, 197:), 7 (2).

This article discusses ways to bring about positive
rewards in the learning situation and how such consequences
make Thstruction more effective.

Goldschmid, M.L. The learning cell. Learning and Development, 1971,
2 (5)

Describes one instructional method, the legMing cell,
which facilitates greater student-to-student and student-
to-teacher interaction.

Kemp, J.E. Instructional design. Belmont California: Lear Siegler,
Inc., 1971, pp. 51-71.

This section stresses the importance of active involvement
in the learning process and gives practical suggestions on
how' to bring it about.

Pascal, C.E., & Geis, G.L. Feedback and learning. Learning and
Development, 1970,.2 (4).

This article discusses the principle of feedback, both
from teacher to student and from student to teacher.
Continuous feedback in the earning situation yields better
student learning and better instructor performance__----_

*Shulman, L. The hidden group in the classroom. Learning and
Development, 1970, 2 (3).

Having to work with large groups of students is often seen
as a handicap by the teacher. This article, however, dips-
cusses ways to use the unique characteristics of groups to
make learning more effective.

14. Student Participation

Butt, R. The advantages of simulation and gaming as instructional
devices. Learning_and Development, 1975, 6 (3)

Describes ways to facilitate student participaLion with the
use of instructional games.
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Davis, R.H., Alexander, L.T., & Yelon, S.L. Learning system design.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971, pp. 205-208.'

Suggestions orr ways to get students to actively participate
in the learning situation.

McKeachie, W.J. Teachin_g_tips. Lexington, Massachusetts: D.C. Heath
and Co., 1969, pp. 55-57.

Ways to get students to participate in class discussions.

Park, J. & Henchey,, N., A simulation exercise for student teachers.
Learning and Development, 1973, 4 (5).

Description of one use of /simulation in a course for
student teachers.

Pascal, C.E. Undergraduates as teachers. Learning and Development,
1970, 1 (8).

In keeping with the belief that you learn something best
when you try to teach it to another, this newsletter
explores the many possibilities inherent in using students
to teach their fellows.

Schermerhorn, S. Peer teaching. Learning and Development, 1973, 5 (3).

This newsletter also explores the use of students as teachers.

Wilson, S.R., & D.T. Learning is getting easier. San Rafael,
California: Individual Learning Systems, Inc., 1974, pp. 35-41

This chapter suggests many ways to get students invoLed in
the learning process.

15. Responsiveness of Teacher to Students' Interests

Davis,'R.H., Alexander, L.T., & Yelon, S.L. Learning system desigh.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1974, pp. 198-200 & 208-211.

Brief discussions of ways to nurture students' interest in
the subject-matter being learned by relating it to their
interests,an6 by decreasing the negative consequences of
instructian,E;nd increasing the positive aspects.
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Mager, R.F. Developing_attitude toward learning. Belmont, California:
2aron Publishers, 196?. (104 op.17

Addresse:, the p.rnble!II of increasing students' positive or
i.nproach tendencies toward 1earnino and deereaSing negative
or avoidance tendencies.

16. Availability of Teacher

McKeach'ie, W.J. Teaching tips. Lexington; Ma'ssachusetts: D.C. Heath
and Co., 1969, pp. 170-175.

Describes reasons for and possible effects of establishing
offiCe hours for meeting students.

LEARNING MATERIALS

17. Choice of'Materials

Deterline, W.A., & Lenn, P.D. Coordinated instructional systems.
Palo Alto, California: Sound Education, Inc., 1972, pp. 28-33.

Discussion of several issues, including how to choose texts
and other materials, how to make the best use of a text which
has already been chosen for you, and how to prepare other
necessary learning materials such as auxiliary readings and
practice exercises.

McKeachie, W.J. Teaching tips. Lexington, Massachusetts: D.C. Heath
and Co., 1969, pp. 5-10.

Deals with the prus and cons of using a textbook; how to
prepare assignments; and choosing the most appropriate
methods of presenting material.

18. Creation of Materials

The first three references deal with how to design and prepare

self-instructional materials.

Deterline, W.A., & Lenn, P.D. Coordinated instructional systems.
Palo Alto, California: Sound Education, Inc., 1972, pp. 28-33.
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rJ

Johnson, R.B., & Johnson, S.R. Assur-inn. Learning with Self-Instruc-
tional packages. Don Mills, Ontario: Addison-Wesley, 1973,
pp. 43-95.

Russel, J.D. Modular instruction,: Minneapolis: Burgess Pub. Co.,
1974. (134 pp.)

Vargas, J. Writihg worthwhile 'behavioral objectives. New York:
Harper & Row, 1972, pp. 145-171.

Although this book is principally concerned with objectives,
this particular chapter outlines 'a step-by-step procedure
for preparing units of instructional' materials. Brief
examples from various disciplines are given.

EVALUATION OF LEARNING

Evaluation of learning means measuring the success of teachers

as well as students. The references given below address themselves

to both these aspects of evaluation.

*Davis, R.H., Alexander, L.T., & Yelon, S.L. Learning system design.-
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1974, pp. 79-127.

This chapter discusses the measurement of student perform-
ance, including the properties of a good test, as well as
the evaluation of the instructional system for the purpose
of improving it.

Donald, J. The evaluation of learning. Learning and Development,
1976, 8 (2).

Discusses the rationale for and methods of measuring
student learning gains.

*Gagne, R.M., &1`8i;jggs, L.J. Principles of instructional design.
York: HOlt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., 1974, pp. 159-181.

In this chapter, the.authors suggest several ways to assess
the extent to which students have acquired the capabilities
the instruction was designed to teach them.,A close corres-
pondence between test items and course objectives is empha-
sized.
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. Preparing criterion- referenced tests for classroom
ruction, n,.ri Yore: 1973. (55 po.)

Presents a rationale i'o and methods of implementing
criterion-referenced testing in which students' achieve-
ment is assessed e ,'ve to some objective criterion
(usually well-stated instructional objectives) rather
than to the performance of fellbw students.

Mager, R.F. Measuring instructional intent. Belmont, California:
Lear Siegler, Inc. /Foarnn Publishers, 1973. (159 pp.)

I self - instructional book which stresses the importance
of matching-type of assessment to instructional object-
i ves.

Pascal, C.E., & Geis, G.L. An outline of methods of grading
student performance. Learning and Development, 1974, 5 (5)

The article discusses the rela ve lArits of three alter-
native grading'system (traditions 'A-F, pass-fail, and
mastery model) and provides a good list of references.

Wilson, S.R., & Tosti, D.T. Learning is getting easier. San Rafael,
California: Individual '_earning Systems, Inc., 1972,..
pp. 103-110.

A brief discussion of alternative systems of grading.

19. Evaluation Procedures

McKeachie, W.J. Teaching_tips. Lexington, Massachusetts:, D.C. Heath
and Co., 1969, op. 124-:71.F.

In his chapter on examir!ations, the au hor discusses
different kinds of test items and the importar1e f making
clear to students the r!lies-cf-the-oam as f testing
is concerned.

20. Testing What is Taught

*Briggs, L.J. Handbook of procedures for the design of instruction.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvani: American Institutes for Research,
1970, pp. a6-71.

This chapter covers a variety of tc'sting issues from
constructing epinq with stated behavioral
objectives to scot i-m 'C.hr assigning (jrades.

--
01..)
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Eriksen, S. Motivation for learning. Ann Arbor, Michigan:
University of Michigan Press, 1974, pp. 194-218.

In this chapter, the author discusses the dual purpose
of testing,.as an aid(to the teacher as well as to the
student, different methods of testing, and alternative
models of grading.

'Green; J.A. Teacher-made tests42nd ed.)'. New York: Harper and
Row. 1975, pp. 1-41

A thorough discussion of plannirig tests which coincide
with an instructor's learning objectives. Later chapters,
give more detailed information on how to construct and
use various test form including performance tests.

McKeachie, W.-J. Teaching tips. Lexington,. Massachusetts: D.C.
Heath and Co., 1969, pp. 124-150.

A full treatment of the testing issue including a consider-
ation of different types of tests, scoring the test, re-
turning test papers, and assigning grades.

Shore, B.M. Guide to resources on objectively-scored teacher-made
tests. Learning and Development, 1972, 4 (4).

annotated bibliocraphy listing books .and articles on
testing.

21. Evaluation as Feedback

Davis, R.H., Alexander, L.T.,,& Yelon, S.L. Learnina system design.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1974., pp. 99-105.

Discusses how continuous evaluation can provide information
useful to both student and teachers.

Gronlund, N.E. Constructing achievement tests. Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968, pp. 1-12.

The first civ:pter of this book discusses testing as an in-
tegral part cf the learning process, providing feedback for
both teacher and student.

:Jj
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Pascil, C.E., & Geis, G.L. Feedt,ck and learning. Learning and
P7velopment, 1970, 2 (I).

The authors discuss the principle of feedback: how it
works ana how to utilize it wore effectively to promote
student learning.

.22. Amount learned

The most direct way to measure the effectiveness of instruction

is to measure how much students learn. The following references

address themselve.to this issue.

Davis, RM., Alexander, L.T., & Yelon, S.L. Learning system design.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1974, pp. 111-120.

DOTITd, J. The evaluation of learning. Learning and Development,
1976, 8 (2).

Roid, G.H. Learning about ratings vs. rating learning. Learning and
Development, 1971, 3 (4).

A
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'ALPHABETICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LEARNING RESOURCES

Learning and,Development is a newsletter published by the

Centre for Learning and Development, McGill University. Also

available at the Centre are the following books:

Beard, R. Teaching and learning in higher education. Middlesex,
England: Penguin Books, Ltd., 1970. (222 pp.)

Briggs, L.J. Handbook of procedures for the design of instruction.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: American Institutes for Research,
1970. (206 pp.)

Brilhart, J.K. Effective group discussion (2nd ed.). Dubuque, Iowa:
Wm. C. Brown, 1974. (185 pp.)

Cohen:A. Objectives for college courses. Beverly Hills', California:
Glencoe Press, 1970. (140i)p.)

Davis, J.R. Teaching strategies for the college classroom. Boulder,
Colorado: Westview Press, 1976. (136 pp.)

Davis, R.H., Alexander, L.T., & Yelon, S.L. Learning system design.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1974. (342 pp.)

Deterline, W.A., & Lenn, P.D. Coordinated instructional systems.
Palo Alto, California: Sound Education, Inc., 1972. (94 pp.)

Donald, J.G. Modular instruction: A resource book. Montreal: McGill
University, Centre for Learning and Development, 1977.
(72 pp.)

Eriksen, S.C. Motivation For learning. Ann Arbor, Michigan:
University of Michigan Press, 1974. (259 pp.)

Gagne, R.M. Essentials of learning for instruction. Hinsdale,
Illinois: Dryden Press, 1974. (164 pp.)

Gagne, R.M., & Briggs, L.J. Principles of instructional design.
New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1974. (270 pp.)

Green, J.A. Teacher-made tests (2nd ed.). New York: Harper & Row,
1975. (211 pp.)
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Gronlund, N.E. Constructing achi,..Nement_tests. Englewood Cliffs,
.lersey: Prentice-1, Inc., 1968.'(l18 pp.)

Gronlund, N.E. Preparing criterion-referenced tests for classroom
instruction.- New York: MacMillan, 1973. (55 pp..)

Johnson, R.B., & Johnson, S.R. Assuring Tearning witn self-
instructional packages. Don Mills, Ontario: Addison-
Wesley, 1973. (140 pp.)

Kemp, J.E. Instructional design. Belmont, California: Lear Siegler,
Inc., 1971. (130 pp.

Mager, R. Preparing-instructional objectives. Belmont, California:
Lear Siegler, Inc., 1962. (60 pp.)

Mager, R.F. Devel6piniattitude toward learning. Belmont, California:
Fearon Publishers, 1968:7104 pp.)

Mager, R.F. Me,suring instructional intent. Belmont, California: Lear
Siegler, Inc./Fearon Publishers, 1973. (159 pp.)

McKeachie, W.J. Teaching tiffs: Aguide book for the beginning college
teacher. Lexington, Massachusetts: D.C. Heath and Co., 1969.
C280 pp.)

Russell, J.D. Modular instruction. Minneapolis: Burgess Pub. Co.,
1974. Tn4 pp.17

Thornton, J.W., & Brown, J.W. (Eds.). New media and college teaching.
Washington, D.C. : National Education Association. 1968.
(184 pp.)

Tyler, R.W. Basic principles of curriculum and instruction. Chicago:
Universty of Chicago Press, 1949. (128 pp.)

Vargas, J. Writing worthwhile behavioral objectives. New York:
Harper and Row, 1972. (175 pp.)

Wilson, S.R., & Tosti, D.T. Learning is getting easier. San Rafael,
California: Individual Learning Systems, Inc. (188 pp.)

Available from the McGill library are:
lt

Ausubel, D.P., & Robinson, F.G. School learning. New York: Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston. Inc., 1969. (691 pp.)

Bruner, J. The _process of education. Cambridge, MaSsachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1960. (270 pp.)
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SUPPLEMENTARY STUDENT FORM AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
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STtIOY: FORM

Record how you woO d ',his course by placing a number
in the box next to each item. Use the following code:

,
n

E

1

2"

ibis is done ver.... well

This is done fai.. / well
3 :lot applicable to thi course
4 This could be done better
E, This could be done much better

1. At the beginning of the course, we were given a clear
indication of now the course would be organized.

2. The instructor told IS what we could expect to learn as
a result of taking this course.

3. At the :ieginning of the course, the instructor determined
what skills and abilities we brought to the course.

4. The instrActer began by giving E.; brief outline of the
main ieeas or qenerol themes to be encountered in the
course.

5. The course materidl roflects what the instructor told us
we could expect to :-tch from the course.

6. As the course progressed the instructor explained how
course topic; are relaLed.t.o.eactt other and to the main
ideas in the course.

The amount of material covered in-this course is
appropriate to the wxiunt of time a student is expected
to spend on the course.

I find the course material challenging, but not over-
whelming.

There is variety in the examples and applications of
material provide interest for all students.

9.

[11:11

10. The 'nc.i.re' .(.)r provides a brief agenda at the beginning
of each class. .

JI. Thr:. instructor nets information about how well we under-
stand toe rilatQriar being presented and adjusts the rate
of presentation accordingly.

U 12. ?no insructor ul,es different ways of presenting material
1-1 acs ordivg to what is being taught.P 13. In lectures or discussions, the instructor uses questions

and other straff.yies to encourage us to actively respond
to the ;laterial.

114. There is ample opportunity for us to actively participate
in the operatinn cf tJle course.

-1E.,. We are enc, raged to pursue special interest's in thisE
U 16. The instructor makes time available for those of us who

wish to consult.

:1117. The Oext and other learning materials for this course
clarify and hignlii;ht ,material presented in class.

Ell:

Id. When neces.;ary, the instructor creates supplementary learn-
ing materials.

19. At the beginning of the course, we were told how our work
would b. evaluatod.

20. On rests the instructor giyes questions which correspond
to wnat.4e have beer taught,

[::::21. Vihe instructor uses test results to see where .students
need exf.-a help.

E 92. The in,:tructor is intcrw,td in knowing how much we have
learned from the course. 4.:
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HOW TO USE THE STUDENT EVALUATION FORM

The student evaluation form has been developed to complement

the instructor self-evaluation form. Students can often provide a

different perspective on teaching and using'student evaluatiOrn in

conjunction with self- evaluation gives a more comprehensive picture

of an instructor's strengths and weakness'es. If you use this form,

make sure that yob fill out the self-evaluation form before you

look at the results of the student evaluation.

Administering the Questionnaire

Tha page on which you find the student evaluation form has

been perforated so that you can remove it, make copies and dist-

ribute it to your students. If you plan to. tabulate the results by

hand, have the students follow the directions as printed. If it is

possible to make use of computer facilities for scoring and analYsis,

it may be necessary to modify the instructions, for example, to have

your students respond on computer cards. Consult your local computer

facility for assistance.

To ensure that you get valid information:

1. Students should be allowed to remain anonymous. Do not ask

them to sign their names, Do not circulate around the room while

they are responding,.64me instructors actually leave the room, and

have an assistant or a student supervise the administration.

2. The questionnaire should be administered during the middle

third of the course.

3. Try to pick a typical class for administration, for example,

not immediately before or after a test. Administer the form at the

beginning of the class.
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if you arr. rInal2r.ing 1,tr by hand, 7eaf through the ques-

tionnaires, tab latiHg the number of 1's, 2's, 3's, 4's, or 5's,

for each item on\Table 1. Then fill in the totals on Table 2, and

convert them to rcentages. These pages have been perforated for

easy remOval. Dra a circle around the highest percentage in each

row as in the exarriple. This is the mode, or most frequently occur-

ring response.

Interpreting the Data

The modes will &how you where the important trends are. In

the example used in 6,e tables, it appears that the majority of

students have responde\with either 1 or 2, a positive rating. In

looking at your own dat4 you may well find that the responses

tend to accumulate on the\positive side (in columns 1 and 2).

Research has shown that students tend to answer questionnaires

favorably..

TO find areas which nee\d improvement, scan columns 4 and 5 to

find those items which have higher percentages. The percentage

itself may not be very large.\rt you will likely find a few that

stand but from the others. Thee represent items on which your

students feel some improvement sould be made. Add these items to

those you have alreadyiidentifie for yourself on the Analysis

Sheet (p. 7).

Comparisorrof SelfEvaluation and tudent Evaluation

To compare your self-evOueti60 responses with the responses

of your students, use Figure 1. Ine\numbers along the baseline_or

horizontal axis of the graph epreset the item numbers. The ..

numbers along the vertical axis are possible responses ( 1 for

"done very well ," 2 for "done fairly ell," etc.) :

\

1. For each of the 22 'ems, plot' your own response from your

self-eValuation form (1, 2, 3, etc.) using a cross (x). Connect

these points to :RA. your ol, p; _:file of responses.
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TABLE 1: Recording Resuits of Student Evaluation

Use the tabl e below to tabul ate your raw data in this manqr:

Example:

ITEM 1

-Mt Of Aff
-sir

2

Jr orMir

,)3 4 5 Omitted

ir 4iir Ili 1 If

ITEM
NUMB ER

.

1 2 3 4 5 Omi tted

2

3
.

4

5

6 ...

7
.

8
_

9

10

.

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17'

18

19

20

. .

21

22 I
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TABLE 2: SummariIing Results of Student Evaluation

Transfer from Table 1 the totals in each category and
calculate the percentages using the total for each row. Circle the
highest percentage in each row as in the example.

Example:

ITEM 42

7 22 15 28.3

3

10 18.9

Omitted Total
el
/0 # %

5.7 1 1.9 2 3.8 53 100.1

ITEM

NUMBER
1 2 3 4 5 Omitted Total

# % ,.

% # % # , % # 0. )

1

2

3

4
.

5

6

7

3

9

1 ,,.;

11

.

12

13

14

15

16

17

18.

19

.

20

21

22
.

4 3
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2. Next plot the mode of your students' responses for each

item, that is, the response which occurred most frequently (from

Tabje 2). Use some other symbol (e.g., a circle) and connect these

points. Sometimes, there will be two modes, for example, 40% of

the students might respond 1 and 40% respond 4: This item deserves

closer examination, and may merit discussion with the class to

determine why such,differences in viewpoint exist..

3. Study the figure to determine which items you and your

.students agree on, and which ones you-disagree on. From studying

the discrepant ones, you may decide to add more items to your

Analysis Sheet (p. 7) for course improvement purposes.

dJ

14

4


